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GLOW & GO MENU $70 / 45 MIN

GET GLOWING 
our signature hydrating 

and plumping facial with 
included oxygen blast is 

the perfect pick me up 
or prep for any event

JET LAGGED
detox inpurities and 
revive skin with a deep 
cleanse and clarifying 
facial for a holiday 
after the holiday*

SOS
perfect for congested 

skin with breakout 
issues to rebalance 

natural oils and prevent
unwanted visitors*

CHILL OUT
calming and redness 
reducing facial to 
soothe and bring peace 
to stressed, irritated 
or sensitive skin

SILKY SMOOTH
designed for our mature 
ladies and gentleman to 

smooth and firm lines 
whilst hydrating both 

the face and neck

THE BOTANIST
for our naturalists and 
expecting mamas, using
all organic and vegan 
products customised 
for all skin concerns

GAME FACE
for the boys, a solid 

cleanse, deep exfoliation 
and rich hydration that 

helps remedy the lasting 
effects of shaving*

SHINE BRIGHT
radiance boosting
treatment to lighten 
and tone skin with sun 
damage, dark spots or 
hyperpigmentation

*includes light extractions & high frequency treatment*



turn over for more

DELUXE ADD ON $40 / 15 MIN

LIFT OFF
noninvasive 
microcurrent 
facial lift with 

electric muscle 
stimulation

ULTIMATE MASK
an intensive 

skin correction 
collagen fleece 

mask for instant 
results

GET LIT 
plump skin and 
kill bacteria at 

cellular level with 
LightStim LED 
light therapy

ADD A BOOSTER TO ANY FACIAL

STIMULATE
a work out for the skin,

this gentle peel gives  
a healthy glow $10

PUCKER UP
two parts exfoliation +
two parts hydration =
smooth smooch $20

PORE ME
pore extractions for the
blackheads that just
will not budge $10

BRIGHT EYES
a sonic treatment to

hydrate, brighten and 
firm eye area $20

INFUSION 
Potent vitamin infusion

therapy using ultrasonic
treating technology $20

ZAP IT
using high frequency
therapy to zap stubborn
spots and firm skin $20 

HAVE A BLAST
a cool blast of oxygen
to enrich and hydrate

lacklustre skin $10

ILLUMINATE
using 6 naturally derived 
acids and peptides for a
noninvasive peel $20



JUST ASK GORGEOUS

SAYING I DO?
bespoke bridal

packages to get 
skin glowing in the
weeks leading up

to your big day

PARTY BEBE!
hens night or 

team bonding? 
have bebe face

 all to yourself for 
the next event 

BRIGHT FUTURE$
prepay facial and 

booster packs 
at a discounted 
price for happy 
skin and budget 

begin with a quick Micellar water skin cleanse, then sit 
back and relax while you get your glow on with LightStim 
LED light therapy. finish with moisturizer, SPF and you’re 
set. LightStim therapy is soothing, painless and clinically 

proven to repair lines and wrinkles, boost collagen and kill 
acne bacteria. *boosters can not be added to service

PICK ME UP $50 / 20 MIN

a delicious organic strawberry facial for kids 10 years 
and under so parents can relax alongside their bubs.

BAMBINO FACE $20

HOP & COTTON $90 / 60 MIN

using specially made products from , 
available exclusively to bebe face. algae peel-off facial 

mask and ingredients are customised quarterly
for common seasonal skin concerns.
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